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The AfriSAR campaign: Tomographic Analysis with
Phase Screens Correction for P-bands Acquisitions

Valentine Wasik, Pascale C. Dubois-Fernandez, Cédric Taillandier and Sassan Saatchi

Abstract—The next European Space Agency (ESA) Earth
Explorer mission BIOMASS will acquire Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) data to help characterizing carbon fluxes in densely
vegetated areas. The ESA-sponsored AfriSAR campaign was
designed to collect data from African tropical forests in order to
support the future BIOMASS mission. It was conducted in two
parts over the tropical forests of Gabon, by ONERA in July 2015
and by DLR in Febuary 2016. This paper addresses the potential
of tomographic SAR for retrieving vegetation parameters from
the multibaseline P-band airborne data acquired by ONERA over
the forest of La Lopé. It is shown that a correction of phase
disturbances (phase screens) is necessary before tomographic
analysis. Under the hypothesis of phase screens resulting only
from inaccurancies in the platform motion, a correction proce-
dure based on recent works from Tebaldiniet al. is detailed and
applied. The tomographic profiles after correction are shown to
present good correspondances with the available LIDAR data.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Modelling carbon cycle on Earth and understanding its im-
plication in climate change have become crucial environmental
challenges. In particular, tropical forests play an essential role
in this mecanism. However, the quantity of carbon stocked by
the trees and the fluxes between vegetation and atmosphere.
Moreover, tropical forests represents a landscape in permanent
evolution due to deforestation or reforestation of degradated
areas. A constant monitoring of these forests is necessary in
order to characterize the impact of their dynamics in carbon
fluxes. In this context, the European Spatial Agency (ESA)
BIOMASS mission has been selected to be the next Earth
Explorer Core mission: in near future, global observation
and monitoring of forests biomass will be ensured by the
BIOMASS satellite with a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
system [1]. BIOMASS will be implemented as a P-band SAR
system to allow a better penetration in the canopy cover. The
system will function in polarisation mode with a repeat-pass
interferometric orbit and a revisit time of 3-4 days, so that
polarimetric and interferometric methods can be implementto
analyze the forests parameters.

The ESA-sponsored AfriSAR airborne campaign has been
specifically designed to collect data in the context of the
BIOMASS mission [2]. This campaign have been conducted in
two parts over the tropical forests of Gabon (Africa), firstly in
July 2015 with ONERA airborne system SETHI, and secondly
in Febuary 2016 with DLR airborne systeme F-SAR. The data
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collection strategy was constructed in order to assess specific
questions such as the verification of BIOMASS geophysical
inversion models over African tropical forests with biomass
ranging from 100t/ha to 600t/ha, the assessment of the P-band
SAR imaging for deforestation and degradation monitoring,or
the analysis of the impact of seasonal changes in the estimation
procedure.

On ONERA side, the AfriSAR campaign was also part of
an on-going project for TOTAL, which one of the objectives
is to study the potential of SAR imaging for estimating the
undercanopy topography in order to understand the geomor-
phology of terrains.

Among the image processing techniques considered for the
BIOMASS mission, SAR tomography is interesting for the
retrieval of vegetation and soil parameters, such as forests
structure, vegetation height, ground elevation or aboveground
biomass, and has been the subject of a dynamic scientific
research this last two decades [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. This
method is based on the use of multibaseline data acquired by
parallel flights at different altitudes over a same scene, which
give access to a 3-D resolution capability. However, phase
disturbances originating from uncertainities in trajectories of
the plateform transporting the SAR system, or from other
perturbations on the propagation path, make the multibaseline
data not directly exploitable for tomography analysis. These
phase disturbances (also called phase screens) need to be
estimated and eliminated from the data to ensure a good
interpretation of the tomographic results.

In this article, we will focus on the phase screen correction
of the P-band multibaseline data acquired over La Lopé
National Park by ONERA during the July 2015 AfriSAR
campaign. We will then propose a first tomographic analysis of
several regions of this forest. In section II, an overview ofthe
site of La Lopé and on the radar acquisitions configuration will
be presented. The basic principle of SAR tomography along
with the phase screens problematic will be reminded in section
III. A method for phase screen correction largely inspired by
the work of Tebaldini et al. in [9] is proposed in section IV. In
section V, the tomographic results from the P-band ONERA
acquisitions over La Lopé are presented and compared to the
available LIDAR data.

II. T HE AFRISAR CAMPAIGN

A. The AfriSAR sites

The ESA-sponsored AfriSAR campaign has been carried
out over the tropical forest of Gabon in Africa by ONERA
(in July 2015) and by DLR (in Febuary 2016). Four sites
presenting different forest structures have been selected: La
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Lopé, Mabounie, Mondah and Rabi, located respectively at
250km, 180km, 25km and 260km from the Libreville airport
where the calibration site was deployed. In this section, we
will focus on the presentation of La Lopé, which is the main
acquisition site.

La Lopé is a National Park, part of the World Heritage
List of UNESCO since 2007, covering 4970km2. The park is
routinely monitored by the National Park Agency of Gabon
(ANPN), which makes it a well documented site perfect for
scientific research. It is a patchy landscape composed of large
savanna areas and dense tropical forests, with a biomass
ranging approximatively from close to 0t/ha to 600t/ha. The
topography is strongly marked, with hills presenting large
slopes.

B. Radar acquisitions configuration

The airborne SAR system used for the AfriSAR ONERA
campaign is the SETHI system, developed by ONERA, on-
board a Falcon 20. Two pods located under the aircraft wings
carry the optronics and the microwaves sensors (ranging from
P to X band). In order to facilitate comparison between the
data acquired in July 2015 and in Febuary 2016, ONERA and
DLR have defined a common radar configuration for P-band
imaging for both their radar systems. The characteristics of
the acquisition geometry and the selected P-band waveform
are indicated on table I.

Geometry
Flight ground altitude 20000ft or 6096m

Aircraft speed 100-150m/s
Radar setting

Mode∗ / Side P-band / Left-looking
Pulse duration 30µs

Sampling frequency 500MHz
Frequency range∗ / Bandwidth 410-460MHz / 50MHz

Polarimetric mode∗ Full (HH,HV ,V H,V V )
Effective PRF 1250Hz

Transmitted power 500W
Antenna beamwidth (site / azimuth) 100o / 60o

Range of incidence angle∗ 25-55o

Effective swath 5863m
SLC images

Pixel size∗ (azimuth / range) 1.2m / 2.4m
Resolution∗ (azimuth / range) 1.54m / 3.0m

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THESETHI SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND THE

WAVEFORM FORAFRISAR P-BAND ACQUISITIONS. THE SUPERSCRIPT∗

INDICATES THE PARAMETERS THAT ARE IDENTICAL BETWEEN THE

SETHI AND THE F-SARSYSTEMS.

For tomographic analysis purpose, multibaseline SAR ac-
quisitions have been achieved over La Lopé. The multibaseline
data set is composed by images acquired with identical ground
tracks and at 10 different altitudes over the same scene (see
table II). The altitude of each track is indicated with respect
to the track 1 (flight height at 6096m above the ground).

The full polarimetric single look complex (SLC) images
were then processed by ONERA. Each slave SLC image of
the multibaseline data set has been projected into the geometry
of the chosen master SLC (corresponding to the track 10 of
table II). The data have also been phase calibrated using the

Track Relative altitude
1 0m
2 -80m
3 -60m
4 -20m
5 +10m
6 +40m
7 +60m
8 +80m
9 -80m

10 (Master) +10m

TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF THE MULTIBASELINE ACQUISITIONS OVERLA LOPÉ.

THE ALTITUDES ARE INDICATED WITH RESPECT TO TRACK1.

TanDEM-X Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provided by DLR
and information about the flights trajectories from the ONERA
Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) located onboard. The pixel size of
the obtained SLC images are indicated in table I. A colored
polarimetric composition of the master SLC image is shown
on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Colored polarimetric composition (R:HH, G: HV , B: V V ) of the
master SLC image from the multibaseline P-band data acquired over La Lopé
by ONERA.

C. Available LIDAR data

Two LIDAR data sets have been acquired over the area of
La Lopé with different instruments.

The first set, which we will refer to as the Small Footprint
LIDAR (SFL) data set, was collected by Sassan Saatchi’s team
(JPL) using a Riegl VQ480U sensor mounted on a Gabonese
helicopter model EC 135 in July 2015 with a variable point
density and footprint diameter of about 10 cm. The data were
collected by a Helimap Systems, a Swiss company provid-
ing services in LIDAR and digital photogrammetry under a
subcontract from University of California, Los Angeles. The
data were pre-processed to remove any artefacts of helicopter
motions to provide a more uniform point density of about 10
points per m2 for vegetation characterization. In this study,
i) Digital Terrain model (DTM), ii) Canopy Height Model
(CHM) and other canopy metrics derived from CHM or point
clouds were computed based on the following steps. First,
ground returns were classified using Progressive Triangulated
Irregular Network (TIN) densification algorithm, and 1m DTM
was created [10]. Based on the DTM, slope (%) maps were
computed. Second, SF DR LIDAR-derived data were height
aboveground normalized by removing the ground elevation
and 1m CHM was then computed. The DTM and CHM data
were developed in raster format at 1m posting characterizing
the forest structure an area of approximately 15 km2 of old
growth, successional forests, and savanna vegetation of the
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northern Lope National Park.
The obtained CHM and DTM are presented on Figure 2 in

the geometry of the SLC radar images acquired by ONERA.
Even though the acquisitions of the SFL data were done on a
large area of La Lopé, the coverages between the SFL and the
SLC images do not match perfectly, which explains the white
zones with no data in Figure 2. The large savanna areas with
low vegetation are well visible in the CHM representation of
Figure 2(a), the tree height of the plots of tropical forest can
sometimes exceed 40m. The hilly topography is also notable
on the DTM of Figure 2(b): the available LIDAR data show
a culminant point at 520m in the radar swath with a 300m
ground height variation in the radar swath over La Lopé.
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Fig. 2. Canopy Height Model (CHM) and Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in
meters derived from the SFL data and projected into the geometry of the SLC
images acquired by ONERA.

The second set, referenced as the LVIS data set in the
following, was acquired with NASA’s airborne Land Vege-
tation Ice Sensor (LVIS) during March 2016 in the frame
of an international AfriSAR cooperation. This instrument is
a full-waveform LIDAR system that has shown its potential
for retrieving surface topography and vegetation structure (see
[11] and [12] for more details).

In section V, we will compare our tomographic results with
the two LIDAR data sets previously cited: SFL data and LVIS
data.

D. Regions of Interest for La Lopé

In situ field plot measurements in La Lopé were carried on
by the University College of London (UCL) and the Centre
d’Etudes Spatiales de la BIOsphere (CESBIO), between Jan-
uary and August 2016. In total, 12 plots have been explored,
from savannas to densely forested areas. In table III, we
present the characteristics of 4 of these Regions of Interest
(ROIs) that will be the subject of the tomographic analysis of
section V. The maximal and minimal values from the CHM
SFL data are indicated, as well as the size of the regions in
pixels for the P-band SLC images. The SAV2 ROI is a savanna
region with low vegetation. The ROIs COL1 and COL3 are

colonizing forests located at savannas borders, at different
growing states. The OKO2 plot represents a quasi mono-specy
forest of tall Okoumé trees.

ROI Type
CHM min CHM max N

(m) (m) (pixels)
SAV2 Savanna 0.01 3.2 1520

COL1 Colonizing forest 6.91 43.1 640(Intermediate)

COL3 Colonizing forest 0.92 17.02 595
(Young)

OKO2 Okoumés forest 25.97 37.14 1944

TABLE III
REGIONS OFINTEREST(ROI) FOR LA LOPÉ. THE SIZEN OF THE REGION

IS INDICATED FOR THEP-BAND ACQUISITIONS.

III. SAR TOMOGRAPHY BACKGROUND

A. General background

In the multibaseline airborne case, acquisitions are done
from different altitudes of the plateform transporting theradar
antenna. Consequently, the scene is imaged with slightly dif-
ferent incidence angles, which gives access to a vertical resolu-
tion. As described in the previous section, the SETHI airborne
system was used in full polarimetric mode for the AfriSAR
campaign, which means that the scenes were alternatively
illuminated with two transmit polarizations: horizontal (H)
and vertical (V ). The backscattered signal is then received in
the horizontal and vertical direction. We notes = [s1, ..., sP ]T

the multibaseline signal, wheresp (p = 1, .., P ) is the complex
backscattered signal received by the plateformp for a polariza-
tion channelXY with X standing for the emitted polarization
andY for the direction of reception (X, Y = H, V ). For the
sake of simplicity, theXY dependance is not indicated in the
notation ofs, but one has to keep in mind that this definition
stands for one chosen polarization channel. In presence of fully
developped speckle [14],s is assumed to be a random vector
following a complex circular multivariate Gaussian law with
zero-mean, entirely characterized by its covariance matrix R:

R =
〈
ss

†
〉
, (1)

where〈〉 stands for the statistical average and† is the complex
conjugate operator.

For a point target at altitudezg, assuming that the distance
between the antennasp andq is much lower than the distance
to the illuminated target, the complex coefficientssp and sq

differ only by their phases:

sq = spe
j(ϕp−ϕq). (2)

When no perturbation is present on the propagating path, and
after flat-earth pre-processing, the phase difference can be
linked to the altitudezg of the surface [13]:

ϕp − ϕq = kp,q
z zg, (3)

where

kp,q
z =

4π

λR

Bp,q
⊥

sin θ
, (4)

is the vertical wavenumber withλ the wavelength,θ the
incident angle,R the distance to the point target andBp,q

⊥ the
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orthogonal projection of the distance separating the antennas
p andq, also called orthogonal baseline.

For a volumetric target such as vegetated areas, the scatter-
ers are distributed between the ground at altitudezg and the
top of canopy at altitudezg +hv. Considering that the volume
is constituted by statiscally independant continuous layers, the
expected value of the backscattered power received for antenna
p can be characterized by [15]:

〈
|sp|

2
〉

=

∫ zg+hv

zg

S(z) dz, (5)

whereS(z) = 〈|P (z)|2〉 refers to the backscattered power of
the scatterers at altitudez andP (z) is the complex reflectivity
of the medium [16] taking into account the attenuation through
the vegetation. From Eqs.(2) and (3), the coefficients of the
covariance matrix can then be written [15], [16]:

[R]p,q =
〈
sps

∗
q

〉
=

∫ zg+hv

zg

S(z)e−jkp,q
z zdz. (6)

Tomographic techniques consist in retrieving the backscat-
tered powerS(z) from the multibaseline acquisitions, in order
to obtain a representation of the vertical profile of the vegetated
areas. In this paper, only spectral estimators applied on single
polarization channelsXY will be considered. Full polarization
tomographic estimators combining all the polarization chan-
nels such as in [6] are not mentionned, although they present
an interesting perspective to this work.

B. Capon spectral estimator

The Capon spectral estimator is a conventional non-
parametric method in tomographic analysis, that allows oneto
obtain a continuous vertical profile of the vegetation without
any knowledge on the statistical properties of the data [17],
[4]. The Capon estimated vertical profilêSC(z) is retrieved
from the covariance matrix of the data [4]:

ŜC(z) =
1

a(z)†R̂
−1

a(z)
, (7)

wherea(z) is the steering vector containing the interferometric
information for a scatter at altitudez for all the baselines
relative to a master trackM :

a(z) =
[
ejkM,1

z z , ejkM,2
z z, ..., ejkM,P

z z
]T

, (8)

and whereR̂ is the maximum likelihood estimation of the
covariance matrix:

R̂ =
1

N

N∑

n=1

sns
†
n, (9)

with N the number of independant measures. Let’s note that
since the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix is used,
the Capon estimator requireŝR to be well conditioned.

C. Phase screens

The previous paragraph described the theoretical model for
tomographic analysis assuming no perturbations on the prop-
agating path. However, the radar images are oftenly perturbed
by space-varying residual phases (phase screens) which can
originate from uncertainities in the position of the antennas
[18] or from atmospheric perturbations [19]. For point target,
it can be represented by an additional term in the phaseφp

the sp coefficient of the multibaseline signal:

φp = ϕp + αp, (10)

whereαp the the space-varying phase screen for the imagep.
For a point target of elevationzg, the interferometric phase
between imagesp andq can then be written:

φp,q = φp − φq = kp,q
z zg + αp − αq. (11)

These phase screens can have important consequences on
the tomographic estimation, by emphasing side lobes, defocus-
ing principal lobes or causing other artefacts [15] that make the
tomographic profile not directly interpretable without phase
screen correction.

An important pre-processing step is then to estimate the
P phase screens and to correct the multibaseline data conse-
quently before applying tomographic estimators. This problem
of phase screen compensation has been widely explored in the
litterature. Some techniques are based on the use of particu-
larly stable point in the images, such as "Permanent Scatterers"
[20], [15]. However, this technique has shown its limits for
densely forested areas, due to the decorrelation caused by
the vegetation. Other approaches propose a separation of the
contribution of the ground and of the vegetation to isolate
and compensate the ground phase [21], [5]. More recently,
Tebaldini et al. proposed a method based on the double
estimation of the target position and of the airborne plateform
position errors responsible for the phase screens [9]. The
method we choose to apply on the La Lopé data is largely
inspired by the work of Tebaldiniet al. in [9] and will be
described in the following section.

IV. PHASE SCREENS ESTIMATION AND DATA CORRECTION

A. Phase Linking algorithm

As explained in [9], it is important for tomographic analysis
to work on data for which the interferometric phases can
be expressed as the form given by (11). It is the case for
point-like target such as bare surfaces, but for volumetric
targets such as forest, it is difficult to link the interferometric
phase to a geometrical height of the vegetation due to the
loss of coherency between baselines. For this reason, an
algorithm called "Phase Linking" has been developed in [22],
[9] in order to estimate phases that can be used to model
volumetric targets as point-like targets. The general ideais
to construct an ensemble of phases{φ

(ℓ)
p }p=1..P using all the

available interferograms with a weighting coefficientwn,m that
privileges the smallest baselines (i.e. the nearest antennas), for
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which the interferometric coherence is stronger:

{
φ̂(ℓ)

p

}

p=1..P
= argmax

[
∑

n,m

wn,m 〈sns∗m〉 ej(bφ(ℓ)
n −bφ(ℓ)

m )

]
,

(12)
with n, m = 1..P and

wn,m =
|〈sns∗m〉|

〈sns∗n〉 〈sms∗m〉
. (13)

The ensemble average is calculated using windows of33×33
pixels on the data. The algorithm of Eq.(12) is an iterative
procedure that may depend on the considered initialisation. In
this paper, the set ofP initial phases{φ̂0

p}p=1..P are chosen
to be the circular means of the interferometric phases for all
the baselines relatively to the imagep:

φ̂0
p = f

[
arg

(
P∑

k=1

exp(jβ(k)
p )

)]
, (14)

with β
(k)
p = arg(〈sps

∗
k〉), with arg(a) is the argument of the

complex numbera, and wheref is a smoothing operator1. The
maximization in Eq.(12) is done numerically using Sequential
Least Square Programming [23] with boundary contraints of
finding the solutionφ̂(ℓ)

p in the domain−20◦ ≤ φ̂0
p ≤ 20◦.

Furthermore, in order to simplify the maximization processus,
we imposeφ̂

(ℓ)
M = φ̂0

M , whereM is the master track (this
operation should have no consequences on the tomographic
analysis since only the interferometric information with re-
spect to the master track are useful). The interest of the Phase
Linking algorithm has been shown in details in [9] with real
and synthetic data.

The ojective is then to retrieve the phase screens from
the estimated linked phases{φ(ℓ)

p }p=1..P . For this step, we
apply an iterative procedure similar to the one developped by
Tebaldiniet al. in [9], for which the joint estimation of phase
screens and targets elevations is proposed.

B. Estimation of trajectory errors

For point, surfacic or volumetric targets at altitudezt, the
linked phases{φ(ℓ)

p,t}p=1..P for this target can be expressed as
the form of Eq.(11) [9]:

φ
(ℓ)
p,t − φ

(ℓ)
M,t = kp,M

z zt + αp − αM , (17)

with the subscriptM indicating the master track. A simple
hypothesis is to assume that the phase screens only result
from uncertainities in the antennas positions. Indeed, for
airborne systems, the atmospheric perturbations are limited

1The smoothing operation of the initialisation phases was done by attenu-
ating high frequencies in the 2D Fourier domain:

f(a) = arg
`
TF−1

ˆ
TF[eja] × M

˜´
, (15)

where TF is the Fourier transform operator andM is a mask such that:

M =

(
Mq if (u, v) ∈ D,

0 else,
(16)

where (u, v) are the coordinates in the 2D Fourier plane,D is a domain
centered on 0 of sized × d with d = 25 here, andMq is a normalized
quadratic mask.

(no ionophere propagation). Moreover, for the specific P-band
AfriSAR acquisitions, it appears that the ONERA Inertial
Motion Unit (IMU) system located onboard was not accurate
enough to detect distance variations between two trajectories
smaller than the incident wavelength, which supports the idea
of phase screens originating essentially from trajectory errors.
Under this hypothesis, it can be shown that the phase screens
αp can be approximated as a function ofdZp anddYp which
represent respectively the position errors of the plateform p in
altitude and in the ground range direction for a fixed position
in azimuth [9]:

αp ≃ F (dYp, dZp, θ) =
4π

λ
(−dYp sin θ + dZp cos θ) . (18)

An estimator of dYp, dZp and zt consists in finding the
function F (dŶp, dẐp, θ) and the valuêzt that are the most
representative of the linked phases difference of Eq.(17).For
a fixed azimuth position in the imagep, this step is done
by selecting a numberT of pixels with different incident
angles. The Double Localization iterative procedure described
in details in [9] is then put in place. We differ from this method
only by the initialisation step that we describe in the following.

For the chosen position in azimuth, we initialize the iterative
algorithm of [9] by settingẑt = 0 for t = 1..T . This is a
sensible hypothesis for the initialisation since phase calibration
of the AfriSAR data has been done using TanDEM-X DEM,
which is assumed to be close to the canopy surface. A circular
criterion is then applied to estimate the initial position errors
dŶ 0

p anddẐ0
p :

{dŶ 0
p , dẐ0

p} = argmin

[
∑

t

arg
(
ej(F (dYp,dZp,θt)−bφℓ

p,t)
)]

,

(19)
where the linked phaseŝφℓ

p,t and the anglesθt for t = 1..T are
calculated with an average window of size33 × 33 centered
on the pixels of interest.

From these initial estimated values ofdYp, dZp and zt,
we then procede as proposed in [9]. We compute the residual
phaseŝφℓ

p,t − F (dŶ 0
p , dẐ0

p , θ) for all the images to obtain an
estimationẑt for t = 1..T that is not necessarily null. We
then use this estimated value to calculate the residual phases
φ̂ℓ

p,t−φ̂ℓ
M,t−kp,M

z ẑt and to update the values ofdŶp anddẐp,
etc. As before, in order to simplify the process, the values of
dŶM anddẐM for each iteration are fixed to their initial values
dŶ 0

M anddẐ0
M from Eq.(19).

As pointed out in [9], an ambiguity of half a wavelength
in the direction of the incidence angleθ is present in the
definition of αp of Eq.(18), due to the2π phase ambiguity.
Indeed, it is easy to see with Eq.(18) that a displacement
on the sensor position error(dYp, dZp) of δYp = aλ/2 sin θ
and δZp = aλ/2 cos θ, with a an integer, leads to the same
value ofF (dYp, dZp, θ). To illustrate the consequences of this
ambiguity on the estimation ofdYp anddZp, we introduce the
function

G(dY, dZ) =

T∑

t=1

∣∣∣arg(ejB(dY,dZ,dY 0,dZ0,θt))
∣∣∣ , (20)

with B(dY, dZ, dY 0, dZ0, θt) = F (dY, dZ, θt) −
F (dY 0, dZ0, θt). The function G(dY, dZ) is represented
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in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) withdY 0 = dZ0 = −0.2,
dY and dZ in [−1.0, 1.0] for T = 2 and T = 3, with
[θ1, θ2, θ3] = [25o, 55o, 45o]. Every couple{dY, dZ} that
leads toG(dY, dZ) = 0 is a valid solution. ForT = 2,
it can be seen on Figure 3(a) that there exists an infinity
of valid couples. ForT = 3, this ambiguity seems to be
solved since there is only one global minimum reached for
dY = dZ = −0.2 (see the cut in logscale on Figure 3(c)).
However the local minima stay close to zero: when estimating
the position errors in the presence of noise, it may be difficult
to identify a single solution. The same conclusions stand for
T > 3.
Let’s insist on the fact that this ambiguity has no consequences
on the value of the phase screens. It just incites one to take
the estimation results ofdYp anddZp with caution.
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Fig. 3. FunctionG of Eq.(20) in the plane(dY, dZ) with dY 0 = dZ0 =
−0.2 for (a) T = 2 and (b)T = 3 with [θ1, θ2, θ3] = [25o, 55o, 45o]. The
values superior to 2.50 appear in dark red. (c) In logscale, cut in the direction
represented by the dashed lines in (a) and (b).

This ambiguity also rises the problem of continuity in the
estimations ofdYp and dZp along the azimuth direction. To
enforce continuity, we procede as proposed in [9] and initialize
the optimization of Eq.(19) with the solution of the neighbor
azimuth position. For more robustness, we also contraint the
solution to be in a restraint domain around the initialization,
considering that the antennas plateforms are slowly moving
along the azimuth direction.

The estimations ofdYp anddZp on La Lopé data are shown
in Figure 4 for the 10 available images, usingT = 7 values
of φ̂ℓ

p,t for the estimation of theHV polarization channel and
an initialization mid-azimuth. The results have been smoothed
with a sliding windows of 400 pixels wide to attenuate the
fluctuations. Position errors are estimated between−60cm
and +40cm in the range direction, and between−50cm
and +50cm in the altitude direction. However, we need to
remember that, because of phase ambiguities, thedYp and
dZp estimations are not unique.
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Fig. 4. Estimated trajectory errorsdbYp andd bZp as a function of the azimuth
position, obtained from Eq.(19) forT = 7 values over La Lopé site for the
10 flights and after smoothing with a sliding window of 400 pixels large.

C. Estimation of phase screens and correction of the data
stack

The final estimated phase screens are obtained from the
antennas position errorsdŶp anddẐp:

α̂p =
4π

λ

(
−dŶp sin θ + dẐp cos θ

)
. (21)

The multibaseline data set is then processed by removing the
phase screens from each track:

scorr
p = spe

−jbαp , for p = 1..P. (22)

The phase screens are supposed not to depend on the chosen
polarization channel, only on the errors of plateforms trajecto-
ries. Then, for La Lopé, althougĥαp have been obtained from
the HV channel only, the same estimated phase screens are
used for the correction of the other polarization channels.As
an illustration, the estimated phase screens for the tracks1, 7
and 10 of the La Lopé multibaseline data set are represented
on Figure 5.

V. FIRST TOMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OVERLA LOPÉ FOR

P-BAND ACQUISITIONS

In this section, we analyze tomographic results obtained
before and after applying the proposed correction procedure
of section IV of the La Lopé P-band data. We focus on the
ROIs identified in section II and on larger zones of the La
Lopé site. The tomographic profiles are compared to both the
SFL data and the LVIS data.

The tomographic profiles are compared to both the LIDAR
data acquired by S. Saatchi (JPL) and by the NASA’s LVIS
instrument. We then focus in a second place on results obtained
for larger zones of the La Lopé site.

A. Impact of the phase screen correction

Four particular ROIs presented in section II are analyzed in
this paper: SAV2, COL1, COL3 and OKO2 (see table III for
more details on the type and the number of pixelsN of the
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(a) Track 1
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(b) Track 7
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(c) Track 10

Fig. 5. Estimated phase screensbαp in degrees from Eq.(21) for La Lopé
multibaseline P-band acquisitions for tracks 1, 7 and 10 (p = 1, 7, 10).

ROIs). The Capon estimator of Eq.(7) is applied on the whole
ROI areas.

To show the impact of the phase screen correction described
in section IV, the vertical tomographic profileŝSC(z) for the
SAV2 region are shown before and after correction on Figure
6 for the HV channel. The profiles have been normalized
regarding to their maxima in the chosen vertical sampling.
For the sake of representation, the mean TanDEM-X value
over each of the ROIs is added to the vertical sampling of the
Capon profile. In order to compare the tomographic profiles to
the SFL data for each region, we superpose the mean ground
SFL elevation (i.e. the mean DTM) on the whole region in
black continuous line and the mean canopy SFL elevation in
green dashed line, which is simply the sum of the mean DTM
and the mean CHM on the whole region. The histograms of
ground elevation and canopy elevation are also shown on the
tomographic profiles.
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(b) After correction

Fig. 6. In red, normalized tomographic profilesbSC(z) from the Capon
estimator applied on the ROI SAV2 of Table III for theHV polarimetric
channel. The histograms of SFL ground and canopy elevationsare represented
respectively in grey and in green. The means of the histograms are represented
respectively in continuous black line and dashed green line. In the case of
SAV2, the vegetation is very low and the lines are praticallysuperposed. (a):
Profile without any phase screen correction. (b): Profile with the phase screen
correction described in the section IV.

Comparing the SAV2 Capon profiles of Figure 6, it can
be seen that the phase screen correction procedure described
in section IV significantly improves the vertical profiles of
this ROI. Indeed, the correction procedure leads to a better
focusing of the principal lobe when compared to the SFL data,
with a difference of less than1m between the position of the
peak of the principal lobe and the mean DTM. The phase
screen correction also provides a strong reduction of the side
lobes power, moving from more than 70% of the principal lobe
power to less than 10% for the SAV2 region. After correction,
the width of the principal lobe for SAV2 (which located near-
range in the SLC images) is of about4.1m at -3dB.

The results after correction for the other ROIs for theHV
and theHH channels are presented respectively on Figure 7
and on Figure 8. It appears on Figure 7 and Figure 8 that the
side lobes powers after correction for all the other analyzed
ROIs represent less than 20% of the most energetic principal
lobe power, with a difference between the peaks of the
principal lobes (ground and vegetation) and the corresponding
mean LIDAR data of less than5m.
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Fig. 7. Idem as in Figure 6 but after phase screen correction for the ROIs
(a) OKO2, (b) COL1, and (c) COL3 of Table III for theHV channel.
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Fig. 8. Idem as in Figure 7 but for theHH channel.

B. Analysis of the tomographic results on ROIs

When observing the Capon profiles after phase screen
correction for the ROIs OKO2, COL1 and COL3 on Figures
7 and 8, it is worth noticing that the width of the principal
lobes is correlated to the distribution of the SFL data in the
corresponding region, opening the perspective of estimation of
the vertical structure of the La Lopé forest with tomographic
analysis.

Comparing theHV results (Figure 7) and theHH results
(Figure 8), it can also be seen that the ground contribution
is stronger in comparison to the volume contribution for the
HH channel than for theHV channel for the analyzed ROIs.
This behavior was expected for P-band imaging, for which the
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relative contribution of the canopy with respect to the ground
is larger forHV than forHH .

C. Comparison with LVIS profiles

The vegetation profiles of 3 of the ROIs of Table III
have been obtained from the LVIS Level1B data presented
in section II. Although not presented here, the analysis has
also been done using the Level2 data, which leads to similar
conclusions. The normalized mean LVIS profiles over each
ROI are presented in blue on Figure 9. For sake of represen-
tation, the mean TanDEM-X value on the corresponding ROI
has been added to the vertical sampling of the LVIS profiles.
As before, the histograms of the SFL data for ground elevation
(DTM) and for canopy elevation (CHM plus mean DTM)
are shown respectively in grey and green. The corresponding
Capon profiles for theHV channel are also shown in red.

Although the shapes of the vertical profiles may differ, the
mean LVIS profiles show similitudes with the tomographic
Capon profiles after phase screen correction. In particular,
the vegetation lobe for both LVIS and Capon profiles is
narrower for OKO2 than for COL1 (see Figures 9(a) and 9(b)),
which is correlated to the width of the SFL canopy elevation
distribution for these two regions.

The difference of shapes between the LVIS and the Capon
profiles may originate for example from a difference in pene-
tration into the vegetation or a difference of profile resolution.
Indeed, for the ROIs OKO2 and COL1 of Figures 9(a) and
(b), it clearly appears that the ground lobe is higher than
75% of the vegetation lobe for theHV Capon profiles, while
it is less marked for the LVIS profiles. This could be the
consequence of a weaker penetration of the LVIS system
through the vegetation volume compared to the P-band SAR
imaging. It is also worth noticing on Figure 9(b) that the COL1
LVIS profile presents a secondary vegetation lobe above the
principal one that seems to correspond well to the canopy
elevation distribution. This lobe however does not appear on
the Capon profile, which could possibly be explained by
the lower resolution of the Capon estimator. This lack of
resolution may also explain the shape of the COL3 Capon
profile compared to the LVIS profile of Figure 9(c). Indeed, the
Capon estimator cannot separate the ground and the vegetation
contributions for this young colonizing forest, which translates
into a large single principal lobe, whereas the LVIS profile
shows sharps ground and vegetation lobes that follow the
canopy and terrain elevation distributions.

As a conclusion on the comparison, the LVIS and the Capon
resuls show great similitaries. Although, tomography SAR in
P-band with Capon estimator may fail to produce vertical
profiles with a resolution as good as the LVIS imaging system,
it always reveals a stronger ground contribution on the studied
ROIs.

D. Analysis on cuts in the azimuth and in the range directions

In this paragraph, we present estimated tomographic profiles
for a cut of the La Lopé site in the azimuth or in the range
direction. The Capon analysis have been applied on sliding
windows of33 × 33 pixels (N = 1089 pixels total) for each
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Fig. 9. In blue, mean normalized LVIS profiles for 3 of the ROIsof Table III.
In red, normalized Capon profilesbSC(z) for theHV channel. The histograms
of SFL ground and canopy elevations are represented respectively in grey
and in green. The means of the histograms are represented respectively in
continuous black line and dashed green line. (a): OKO2. (b):COL1. (c):
COL3.

position in azimuth and range.
Figure 10 presents the tomographic profilesŜC(z) in the

azimuth direction for a mid-range section cut (sliding window
centered on the pixel number 799). On Figure 10(a) the tomo-
graphic profile is presented before any phase screen correction
for the HV channel. The results after correction are shown
on Figure 10(b) for theHV channel and on Figure 10(c) for
the HH channel. As before, we superpose the mean ground
LIDAR elevation and the mean canopy LIDAR elevation that
have been calculated on the sliding window. The normalization
of the profiles has been done for each position in azimuth.
Similar conclusion as the ones for the ROIs analysis can be
drawn from the observation of the estimated profiles. Indeed,
the improvement brought by the phase screen correction for
this region is well visible, providing side lobes attenuation
and better correlation with the LIDAR data. Moreover, the
ground contribution is higher in theHH channel than in
the HV channel again. It can also be noticed that, for the
Capon estimator, the power of the vertical profile seems to be
concentrated essentially on the ground and on the top of the
canopy, with a clear diminution of power between these two
layers, when they are sufficiently spaced.

The same analysis is done in the range direction for a
fixed azimuth position (sliding window centered on the pixel
number 2816). The Capon profile for theHH channel is
shown on Figure 11 for the corrected data only. On this
profile, the effect of the slopes on the backscattered power
can be noticed. When the slope faces the radar (for example
from pixels number 120 to 180 in range direction on Figure
11), the ground contribution comparing to the canopy one is
dominating. However, when the slopes is away from the radar
antennas (for example from pixels number 200 to 270 in range
direction), the ground contribution fades significantly, which
rises the question of ground detection and elevation estimation
from tomographic analysis in the presence of back slopes.

It can also be noticed on Figures 10 and 11 that, even if the
SFL data and the corrected tomographic profiles seem to have
generally a good correspondance, the mean SFL elevations
can sometimes notably differ from the peaks positions of the
Capon profiles (for exemple between pixels 5400 and 5600 in
azimuth direction on Figure 10(c)). This could be linked to
the SFL data that do not describe the exact same scene due to
the difference in forest penetration or to other uncompensated
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Fig. 10. Tomographic profilebSC(z) from the Capon estimator in the azimuth
direction for a fixed range position in La Lopé. The analysis is done with a
33×33 pixels sliding window. The continuous black line and the dashed black
line indicate respectively mean ground and mean canopy SFL elevation on the
sliding window. (a): For theHV channel without any phase screen correction.
(b): For theHV channel with the phase screen correction described in the
section IV. (c): Idem as in (b) but for theHH channel.
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Fig. 11. Idem as in Figure 10 but in the range direction for a fixed azimuth
position in La Lopé for theHH channel with the phase screen correction
described in section IV.

effects. An interesting perspective to this work is to analyze
precisely this type of situations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The AfriSAR campaign was conducted between 2015 and
2016 in Gabon (Africa) by ONERA and DLR. On ONERA
side, the SETHI airborne system has imaged four different
sites over Gabon during July 2015. The main objective of this
campaign was to collect data in tropical context in order to
support the development of the ESA BIOMASS future mis-
sion of global observation of Earth biomass with spaceborne
systems. On ONERA side, the AfriSAR campaign was also
part of a study of the potential of SAR imaging to access
undercanopy terrain caracteristics for TOTAL geomorphology
analyses.

Tomographic SAR analysis is a promising technique for the
estimation of forest structure and undercanopy topography, and
has been applied on the P-band multibaseline data collected
with the SETHI system over La Lopé National Park. It has
however been shown that this analysis is difficult to conduct
without a preliminary correction of the residual phases (phase
screens) that are perturbing the acquisitions and creatingarte-
facts on the tomographic profiles. A phase screen correction
method has been proposed in this paper and applied on the La
Lopé data. The described correction procedure is based on the
Double Localization iterative algorithm proposed by Tebaldini
et al. [9], with Phase Linking algorithm [22], [9] and under
the hypothesis of phase screens originating only from antennas
position errors for these airborne acquisitions.

The tomographic Capon profiles after correction on different
regions of the La Lopé site show generally a good corre-
spondance with the Small Footprint LIDAR data collected
by JPL and the data from the NASA’s Land Vegetation Ice
Sensor, with side lobes power under 20% of the most energetic
principal lobe power. In particular, on several regions of
interest, it has been seen that the width of the principal lobes of
the Capon profile appears to be correlated with the distribution
of SFL ground and canopy elevations within the zone. The
analysis seems to be more difficult for hilly topographies,
because of the partial loss of the ground contribution in
comparison to the volume due to large back slopes.

The most immediate perspective to this work is to pursue
this first tomographic analysis by developping an estimatorof
the vegetation height and ground elevation from the Capon
profiles, and by studying its performance and robustness. The
caracterisation of the obtained Digital Elevation Model would
then be an interesting analysis to do and to compare to other
existing DEM such as the LIDAR one.
Moreover, in recent studies [7], [8], SAR tomography at
P-band has been shown to lead to accurate estimations of
aboveground biomass (AGB) for tropical forests in French
Guiana. In further work, it will be interesting to extend this
study to the data collected at La Lopé site.
Another interesting perspective is the use of the corrected
multibaseline data in PolInSAR context [24] and to compare
the results with the one obtained with tomography. Testing the
phase screen correction method and analyzing the tomographic
results from the multibaseline data acquired over the other
Gabon forests sites is also an on-going work.
The evolution of the performance for satellite configuration
is also an important question for the BIOMASS mission. In
this context, the impact of the resolution of the images on the
quality of the tomographic profile is an interesting point to
study. Furthermore, for spaceborne acquisitions, the origins of
the phase screens will probably be different than for airborne
acquisitions: position errors for satellite plateforms are indeed
expected to be negligible, while perturbations causing by the
propagation in the atmosphere cannot be ignored anymore.
The evolution of the correction procedure in this context is
then a crucial analysis to carry on.
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